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Welcome!

• Questions will be answered by email following the presentation.  

• Send your questions to “send privately”.

• Supporting information for this webinar will be emailed out shortly after the 
presentation.

Presenter
Rich Moldstad, CDS
Safety Consultant
Rich.Moldstad@cb-sisco.com

Please send questions to rich.moldstad@cb-sisco.com. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well good afternoon.  My name is Rich Moldstad and I serve as a safety consultant for Cottingham & Butler’s Safety Management Services Company.  Today we are going to look at this very important and always  relevant topic entitled “Developing an Effective Safety Culture.”Having had the opportunity to work with several thousand motor carriers during the last 25 years of my career, this idea that a motor carrier can truly operate within a culture of safety is not unheard of, but it also is not easy to achieve, and frankly is often weak or non-existent in many trucking organizations.  There is no one easy fix that will all of a sudden change a motor carriers culture from one of being largely revenue driven regardless, to one in which safety is held to the same operational priority as getting loads booked and delivered on time with happy customers, ensuring adequate miles to keep the drivers happy, maintaining trucks filled to a reasonable extent, and other top operational factors.  In other words, safety must be looked upon by all employees, whether operations, the shop, recruiting, payroll, the sales department – they all must believe that safety is just a high priority and part of their job responsibility as signing up a shipper, dispatching a load, getting a truck back on the road, filling the truck with a new driver, etc.One motor carrier I worked with a few years ago had gotten to that point which too many motor carriers in this country find themselves of having had too many costly crashes, poor CSA/SMS roadside performance scores, and they were now facing insurance costs that were unsustainable for the future. As this organization really worked through this process as a management team for what needed to change if they were going to remain a viable, profitable motor carrier for the long haul, it really boiled down to a necessary change within their safety culture, starting with the owner, on down through the companies management team, and then throughout the entire workforce concerning their desire to create a true culture of safety.   We came up with three basic areas of understanding as they started down this road, and I feel these might be a great starting point for most any motor carrier desiring to continue to improve in the development of a company-wide safety culture:They believed that in order to improve the culture of safety in their organization, they would need to understand and commit to the following:Accept the fact that as a management team you need the absolute help and support of the entire company – every employee, regardless of his/her position, can play a part in supporting the safety efforts of the organization, and in fact must support those efforts if a true safety culture is to be developed.  Safety should be a part of each employees job description within a trucking company and they should know that they are reviewed concerning their active support of the company’s safety efforts regardless of their position.Accept the fact that no one action or initiative, by itself, is going to fix or radically change a company’s safety results and create a culture of safety.  I am afraid it is just not that easy, and with many companies I have visited this would be a long and hard process, but a worthy goal as this will create positive rewards many times over for a trucking company in today’s market.And finally, accept the fact that you will need to change, tweak, and update your overall safety program and it priorities continually.  This is truly an area of continuous improvement that will need to be an on-going management focus if a fleet desires to sustain a high level of safety throughout the organization.So I guess if you get nothing else out of this 45 minutes discussion, I would ask you to remember those three things as a foundation for everything else that we might touch on today.So let’s get started!
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Culture/Climate
“How we do things around here”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at the culture and climate of a motor carrier and how this might impact how driver behaviors and attitudes are influenced.As fleet safety consultants I know my associates will agree with me when I say that there are many trucking operations we have worked with that seemed to have great safety policies, procedures, and even training programs that seemingly would influence drivers to complete their jobs in a safe and professional manner.But then when we have a chance to talk with drivers we learn that they are routinely dispatched on loads that the driver clearly cannot run in a legal manner, but operations still assigns them to the driver.What do you think this does for the driver’s attitude and motivation to really operate in a safe manner?Clearly these types of actions undermine the ability of a motor carrier to develop their culture of safety within the organization.If I asked each of you to think of a motor carrier in your area that simply has a horrible reputation for being unsafe, I we all could come up with at least one company that comes to mind.This type of carrier will really find it hard to ever change, as the good, safe drivers will never apply at that type of company.
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What is a Safety Culture?

Definition I liked:  Shared values (what is important) and beliefs (how 
things work) that interact with an organization’s structures and control 
systems to produce behavioral norms (the way we do things around here).

Three questions might emerge:
• Who develops, defines and communicates shared values regarding safety in your 
work environment?

• What are the internal policies and procedures (beliefs) that create a culture of 
safety?

• How do the values and beliefs regarding safety interact with other organizational 
values and beliefs and how do they become standard practice throughout?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three questions might emerge:Who develops, defines and communicates shared values regarding safety in your work environment?Is that just the safety department as they have the word “safety” in their name?  Or does the overall direction concerning how the company operates concerning safety start at the top with the President or owner?What are the internal policies and procedures (beliefs) that create a culture of safety?How do the values and beliefs regarding safety interact with other organizational values and beliefs and how do they become standard practice throughout?If we look at these bottom two questions, we need to evaluate in our own organizations whether what we have written in our safety handbooks, what we describe in our driver trainings, and what is communicated to our drivers really matches up with how we dispatch loads, how we repair our equipment, and how we attempt to ensure the safety of our drivers and the motoring public.If these two areas do not line up, - what we say and what we do – then we will have challenges in ever achieving a culture of safety within our organizations.
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Safety Culture Barriers

Trucking barriers to creating a “safety culture”
• Motor carrier leadership and management are not physically present during 
normal driver operations

• Research often finds that dispatchers work against the efforts of safety 
professionals (and their efforts to create a culture of safety) by placing production 
above safety

• Drivers independent spirit

• Driver pay structure

• Negative driver attitudes

• Stability of driver labor pool 

• Effective communications with a remote workforce

• Time and money??

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I think it would be good for us at the start of this discussionto examine just some of the barriers a motor carrier may have in place that really makes it difficult towards really being able to create a true safety culture within the organization:One of the main issues that a motor carrier has, as opposed to say a manufacturing company, clearly is that the majority of the company’s workforce are out on the road and their safety habits cannot be continuously observed.Another deeply rooted barrier within the trucking industry is that many companies have, over the years, operted with a mindset of production over safety, and probably too many still operate that way today.Another issue, that in studies has shown to be a challenge, is that for the most part, drivers have an independent spirit – they often choose driving as a career as they enjoy working on their own, making many of their own decisions, and not really being part of a “team” effort which it takes to create a company-wide culture of safety.We all understand that the standard pay structure within most trucking operations of paying drivers per mile or per load clearly has been a hinderance towards really moving the safety culture issue forward for many years.Negative driver attitudes throughout a certain percentage of the driving population, probably developed by them seeing so many trucking companies talk safety and enforce safety, but drivers feel there are always caught in the middle between safety, operations, and simply the on-going desire to make more money.Driver turnover makes it difficult to really get drivers on-board with safety, as in many cases they do not stary around long enough to really begin to get involved in a company’s safety efforts and begin to hopefully have their own personal attitudes changed as to how they view their personal safety on a day to day basis.Communication is a challenge with a remote workforce.And finally, if a motor carrier does invest the time and resources generally necessary to create that culture of safety throughout the organization, it will be difficult to achieve this goal.So as we can see, there are plenty of barriers facing a trucking operation if it desires to develop a strong safety culture, but there are a number of things many award winning motor carriers have found which can move a trucking company towards operating with safety being just as high a priority as any other focus of the operation.
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Achieving Alignment

Goals and Objectives
• Loss Runs (Specific types of loss)

• CSA

• Action Steps

• Target dates for completion

Accountability
• Operations
- Crashes
- Injuries
- Log Violations
- Moving Violations
- Turnover
- Motorist Complaints
- ECM Info (Hard Brakes; Top Speed; etc.)

Maintenance
• Monthly safety breaks

• Shop audits

• Injury rates

Recruiting
• Quality vs. Quantity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in order to keep everyone in a motor carrier moving forward, a company should have its goals and objectives clearly outlined and promoted throughout the organization. Starting with the President of the company, the safety policies and initiatives must be fully supported by each of the companies key departments such as operations, recruiting, maintenance department, and even the sales staff.  Any one of these department that is allowed to not support the safety efforts can by itself become a large barrier towards moving a company forward in creating a safety culture.There should be an accountability process for all company employees, not just the safety department being expected to make it happen all by itself.(REVIEW OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE AND RECRUITING)
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Safety Culture

Identified the following key concepts:
• Culture and safety have a clear connection

• Company mission statement regarding safety

• Effective top to bottom communications necessary

• Utilize terms such as “crash” and “wreck” vs. “accident” or “mishap”

• Recognition/rewards for safe behavior

• Driver experience enhances safety culture

• Many methods of communication necessary

• Policies, procedures, and safety message must be clear and simple

• Hiring, training, orientation , and safety management are keys

• Measuring safety performance of drivers and the organization is essential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets first take a look at some key concepts which studies have shown are overriding concepts within the development of a culture of safety, and then we will take a little more in-depth look at these throughout the presentation.   Culture and safety do have a clear connection.  If a fleet does not have strong policies and procedures, supported from top management on down through the entire company, there will often be safety issues as trucking is an occupation where many things can go wrong.Do you have a corporate safety mission statement?  If not, I recommend most any organization invest the time, as a management team, to put down on paper their commitment to operating a safe trucking company both for the benefit of its employees but also the motoring public.  Many fleets that have prepared such a statement will have this posted prominently throughout their office, within driver handbooks, and other places where they might keep this on the minds of all employees.We will review that communication is essential in order for a motor carrier to develop a culture of safety.  From the owner on down, safety must be preached loudly and often, but the backed up by actions.  When workers hear and then see safety as an overriding goal within an organization, a company will get buy-in and support.
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Standards of Performance

• New Hire Selection Process
> MVR
> Pre-Employment Screening Program (PSP)
> Functional Capacity Testing (Partner with vendor)
> In-Person Interviews

• Driver Accountability
- Rating System/Scorecard

> Crashes
> Injuries
> Moving Violations (MVR and CSA)
> Log Violations
> Maintenance Violations (Pre-Trip Inspections)
> Operational Items

- Award Top Performers
- Counsel/Corrective Action for Bottom Performers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order for a motor carrier to really achieve a culture of safety excellence it usually boils down to having a driver hiring and screening processes in place that is not changed each time several trucks become empty.  I think we all understand that sitting trucks cost money, but a company will never be successful in creating a strong safety culture and ultimately being more profitable in the long run, if hiring standards shift like the wind.This would obviously include company requirements concerning moving violations on the drivers MVR, PSP violations, use of Functional Capacity Testing of driver applicants, and whenever possible an in-person interview process.Many fleets feel that conducting an in-person interview is really a key to their being able to hire the right person who will be a good fit for their culture.  Even if your company is maybe an OTR operation where an in-person interview is not possible, I would explore the option of a Skype type interview that many drivers now have access to as they stay in touch with family.  If that is not possible, I recommend a well structured interview that recruiting personnel can complete that begins to set the stage that your organization takes the safety of its employees and the motoring public very seriously.Also, once a driver is hired a company really needs to have an evaluation process to both identify drivers who are not performing to the company’s standards as well as to clearly recognize those driver that are the top performers within the company.  I recommend that some sort of driver risk evaluation process be utilized which can, from a safety standpoint, identify the low risk, medium risk,, and high risk drivers within a fleet. The goal is not to terminate;  the goal is to come up with a plan to help them become that low-risk driver and to really change the drivers overall.   Many times there are extenuating circumstances that were involved in safety events resulting from issues in a drivers personal lives, whether fin anal pressures, going through a divorce, family health issues, - just many factors that if companies use this type of evaluation to identify, and truly care about its workers, will cause them to truly sit down and try to flesh out what these issues are and how, as an employer, the company might help at least some employees willing to receive assistance.Forms of assistance might just be that the driver needs to possibly meet with a financial coach the company sets them up with to get the financial house in order to the driver can concentrate while on the road.  Or possibly the company might make available some EAP counseling sessions to work though a situation that is causing the driver simply to not have his or her head in the game.  In the old days, carriers would simply terminate the driver and hire another.  With the driver shortage, and if a carrier is going to create a strong safety culture as an employer that cares for its employees, these types of outside the box ideas should be considered.These top drivers should be recognized for achieving these goals, while the bottom drivers must receive special attention.  Many fleets have now developed and implemented either very progressive safety bonus programs or even true pay for performance initiatives for which safety is one or four or five key components where the driver has incentive to posses a strong safety culture attitude.
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Training and Driver Retention

Safety must be a central theme in driver training, if not the core topic

Creating a connection between safety training and career advancement 
can be a key towards driver involvement and retention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In one fairly recent study which addressed this topic of safety culture, nearly 100 percent of the safety directors identified the importance of making company safety goals and expectations clear when interviewing prospective drivers. It was noted by a number of safety directors that being selective in the hiring process acts to reduce the likelihood of driver turnover and helps the company’s overall safety image.This study also stressed the importance of having a quality on-boarding process. Many safety directors indicated that an increasing percentage of the drivers being hired are either inexperienced or new to the profession, putting additional pressure on the need for basic safety training. Some or all of the following safety training components were used by the interviewed carriers for new driver orientation and training:• instructor-led skills-based training;• safety DVD training; but followed up with discussion and quizzes to determine that learning has occurred• over-the-road training with a qualified driver; and• skills-based driver qualification tests.Regularly scheduled and required refresher training instruction, including a documented quiz.Many fleets we work with have now implemented use of online driver training which is often completed on a monthly basis.  Vendors such as Vertical Alliance 0 Inifini or ProTread are now making this driver instruction so much easier for many drivers to complete, whether directly through their mobile communications technology in their trucks, to use of tablets, to use on a large screen smart phone, or simply having a training comupter set up in each terminal to complete this type of refresher safety instruction in order to keep the level of safety awareness high throughout the fleet.I believe many of you will agree that often times complacency or apathy is often the key factor of why we see experienced drivers who have achieved an outstanding safety record often for many years all of a sudden have that rear-end or rollover crash by taking a ramp too fast.Regular training can help to keep drivers thinking and leads to an improved safety culture.
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Communicating a Safety Culture

How is a culture of safety promoted at your location?
• Training:  Ample driver opportunities for training and gaining safety knowledge.

• Incentives:  Bonuses, awards, prizes and campaigns.

• Non-work Environment:  Involvement of driver’s family, promoting safety outside 
of work, safety always comes first attitude.

• Driver Involvement:  Drivers involved in safety planning.

• Safety Slogans:  Each phone conversation with a driver ends with a safety 
slogan.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I want you to take a little inventory of how your organization is doing so far and if there may be areas for continued improvement?So in the last slide we discussed ongoing training, not just for drivers but for office, shop, and possibly all personnel working within a trucking operation.  Do your company promote on-going safety training effectively and get all employees involved>How effective do you feel the current programs your company may employ are towards continuing to create a culture of safety?Does your company extend its support and promotion of safety even into employees non-work environment, showing that the company cares about the safety of its employees on a 24 hour basis, as you really can’t just shut of safety because you returned home for the weekend.Do you get drivers involved?Safety slogans/campaigns.
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Communicating a Safety Culture

How is a culture of safety promoted at your location? (cont.)
• Communications:  Safety message with daily/weekly dispatch.  Feedback given 
to drivers and operations regarding safety.

• Financial Backing:  Company provides finances and personnel to the safety 
function.

• Top Leadership:  President, CEO and VP’s act as safety spokespersons.
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Driver Incentives for Safe Behavior

The following safety initiatives were essential to achieve increased 
benefits:

• Management demonstration of safety commitment

• Driver awards and recognition programs

• Effective communication within a company

Please send questions to rich.moldstad@cb-sisco.com. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research clearly indicates that companies with safety incentive programs aimed at driver behavior can achieve increased safety, profitability and reduced turnover.Although many motor carriers currently pay some sort of safety bonus within their pay structure, many companies have found this not to really have the same impact that a more formal safety recognition program might have.Incentives such as annual safety driving recognitions to include specific safety coats recognizing safe driving achievements, plaques, patches/pins, decals on assigned trucks, items such as flashlights, backpacks, safety work boots, and others that specifically promote the safety achievement while serving as a reminder on a daily basis to drivers of their safety achieving tend to make a greater impact than simply a dollar amount in a paycheck.Most fleets find it best, when possible, to award drivers in front if their peers when possible, such as an annual safety banquet or family picnic during the summer.And then remember to publicize drivers who achieve this safety milestones through company newsletters, Facebook pages, bulletin boards, etc.Company management simply must always be a part of this process.  It means so much more for drivers and frankly all company employees to believe in that fact that safety is a top priority when they see a company owner actively participating in each of these safety initiatives.  That point is critical . . . That management must chearlead the company’s safety efforts for a strong culture to be developed.
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What Does Not Work?

• Fear/creating a culture of fear

• Termination threats

• “Customer is always right” attitude (because the customer is not always right 
regarding safety)

• “Cop and robber” instead of “coach and team” approach

• Incentives without recognition to back them up

• Generic poster programs

• Dressing up a compliance program as a safety program

Please send questions to rich.moldstad@cb-sisco.com. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What Does Not Work:  Methods and Messages That Do Not Promote a Safety Culture
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Category
Stage 1

Uncertainty
Stage 2

Awakening
Stage 3

Enlightenment
Stage 4
Wisdom

Stage 5
Certainty

Management 
Vision
Values

and
Commitment

Accidents will happen no matter 
what we do.  It's just a cost of 
doing business so why worry 
about them?  

Maybe safety can help us if it 
doesn't cost too much.  My lips 
say I'm committed, but my heart 
and actions don't quite show it.

Other companies in our industry 
have good safety records.  If they 
can do it, so can we.  

Why did we wait all these years 
to improve safety?  Look at the 
successes we've had so far.  Let's 
do more in the future to improve 
our already good safety record.

We've rewritten the book on 
safety commitment.  We've got 
an outstanding reputation to 
maintain in the industry and 
among our people.

Organization
for

Safety

Why do we need any more than 
one person responsible for 
safety?  Isn't that what the safety 
director is for?  You can't do 
much about safety anyway.

Maybe we should start a safety 
committee around here.  Tell 
some of the employees to start 
one, but just let us 
(management) know what 
they're doing.  

We think the safety committees 
would be more effective if 
someone from management was 
directly involved.  That might 
show we're committed to safety.  

Boy, what a difference it makes 
when the top person heads a 
safety committee!  Notice how 
everyone becomes interested 
then?  Line management really 
has to direct the implementation 
of a safety program.

Getting all of top management 
involved in safety was a great 
idea!  The more we can involve 
the better.  Our safety 
department can now concentrate 
fully on giving us support and 
advice.

Operations
Accountability

and
Responsibility

Why should we (operations) be 
responsible for safety?  Isn't that 
what we hired the safety person 
for?  We wouldn't have so many 
accidents if employees would 
just do their jobs safely.

Maybe the safety person doesn't 
have total responsibility for 
safety.  After all, operations is 
closer to the employees.  We 
can't always blame the 
employees considering some of 
the things we ask them to do.

It's starting to make sense that 
operations needs to be held 
responsible and accountable to 
reduce losses.  Doesn't 
management design, control, 
and change the systems 
employees work within?

What a different it's made since 
we started holding the 
management accountable!  
They're using positive motivation 
now and really getting to know 
about safety and their people's 
safety concerns.

We've given operations the tools 
and authority to make changes.  
They've gladly accepted their 
safety responsibilities.  Everyone 
feels part of the same team now.

Safety
Review

and
Improvement

Process

We know what our safety 
problems are - PEOPLE!  You 
can't change people so why 
should we spend time looking for 
other problem causes?  Give us 
those quick fixes for our safety 
problems.

Are we really certain that people 
are always the cause of 
accidents?  Could there be other 
causes?  Let's start looking to see 
if we can come up with some 
new solutions to problems.

We're finding that the more you 
dig, the more safety issues you 
uncover.  Let's start looking for 
problems before they happen.

We didn't know that root cause 
analysis could be so enlightening 
about so many areas of our 
company.  We're starting to see 
big pay-backs on our problem-
solving and improvement efforts.

We didn't know that so many 
employees could become so 
good at problem-identification, 
analysis, solution-generation and 
implementation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As this example is rather hard to see, I we send out a copy after the presentation.  This is a safety matrix type evaluation.If we take a look at this matrix, we can see examples of a companies overall general attitude concerning a number of areas including things like:Management Vision and ValuesOrganization for safetyOperations Accountability and Responsibility, etc.So let’s take a quick look at the Operations Accountability as an example, starting from Stage 1 through Stage 5 of an organizations understanding.READ THE TEXT SO YOU NEED THE HANDOUT
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Maturity Grid
Category

Stage 1
Uncertainty

Stage 2
Awakening

Stage 3
Enlightenment

Stage 4
Wisdom

Stage 5
Certainty

Safe
Work

Practices
and

Procedures

We don't need a lot of rules 
around here.  We pay people to 
do a job and expect that they 
know how to do it correctly and 
safely.  We always say, "If it ain't 
broke, don't fix it."

Maybe some of those accidents 
could have been prevented if we 
had a few more rules about 
safety, and maintenance.  Let's 
start putting some safety rules 
together and tell employees to 
follow them.

We know that most jobs would 
benefit from written safety rules 
and procedures.  We need 
standardization.  Let's make sure 
employees know and follow 
safety procedures.

We've done JSAs.  Let's start 
reviewing what we've got to 
make sure it stays current and 
anyone who works here knows 
and uses them.  Auditing for 
safety rule compliance can help 
us.

We know that our safety system 
is in control because everyone 
follows our safety standards.  We 
are continually improving those 
standards.  Our accident rates 
clearly show that people have 
adopted the standards.

Safety
Communication

Why should we have to "talk" 
about safety?  Can't everyone 
"see" that we're all for safety?  If 
you talk about safety too much, 
people will start thinking we 
have big safety problems around 
here.

What do you mean, "We don't 
walk the talk" when it comes to 
safety?  Maybe we need to start 
looking at "what," "how often," 
and "by what methods" we 
communicate safety to 
employees.

Our non-verbal actions should 
match our written and verbal 
safety communications.  Let's 
make sure they do! 

Everyone in the company is now 
getting the same safety 
communications and has the 
same level of understanding.  We 
know that for a fact because we 
receive regular feedback.  

Everyone feels a part of the team 
with the emphasis we place on 
communications.  No one is 
afraid to share their thoughts 
and ideas.

Safety
Training

Why waste a lot of time and 
money on safety training?  It's 
never done much good.  People 
should know how to do a job 
safely anyway.  It's their body 
that will suffer it they don't.

Maybe our safety record could 
be improved if we gave people 
some basic safety training.  Let's 
have the best operator training 
other employees.  Oh yeah -
don't take too much time for this 
training stuff.

Do we always automatically 
assume that training is the 
answer?  Maybe that's why 
we've been disappointed in the 
past.  Let's give training only 
when it's needed and then let's 
do it very well.

There is a lot more to developing 
and giving training than we 
thought.  We finally learned the 
lessons and it's showing in our 
employees' job performance!  

We spend a lot of time and 
money on training, but it's 
money well spent.  We're 
developing the most important 
asset we have - PEOPLE!  Why do 
other companies keep asking for 
our training programs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how could we possibly use this matrix to gauge where our organization is concerning its level of safety commitment and understanding?I would encourage each of you to use this as possibly an anonymous survey with your own company, possibly starting with the upper management team, and then using this with the company office, shop, and driver employees.This would give you a better sense of where employees feel your company is at this time, and areas where a stronger safety culture will need to be developed.
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Rich A. Moldstad, CDS
Safety Consultant
rich.moldstad@cb-sisco.com

Please send questions to rich.moldstad@cb-sisco.com. 

Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion, today we have covered a great deal of material regarding a motor carrier evaluating where they are currently at regarding having a strong safety culture within the organization, as well as a number of ideas I hope you can look to implement as you continue in this process.Although there are many challenges and the development of a strong culture of safety within a trucking company is not an easy task, it is well worth the effort.Companies who have achieved this strong safety culture will thrive in today's trucking environment, while those carriers where safety is an afterthought will probably not survive for the future.On behalf of all of us at Cottingham & Butles’s Safety Management Service Company we would like to extend an invitation for you to participate in our next webinar to be held March 17 2017starting at 1:00PM Central time where we will be talking about Hours of Service Regulations.Have a safety weekend!  
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